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ing machine full vector calculation general computer measurement system, and press  F、

4、5、6 again to return to HP-15 
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The computer measurement system of HP-15 hard bearing 

balancing machine is suitable for the detection of unbalanced 

vibration signal of hard bearing balancing machine. 

 

The electric measuring system is a special measuring 

instrument for computer control led balancing machine. 

 

This electrical measurement system has the fol lowing 

functions: automatic sensit ivity control,  automatic storage of 

rotor data, direct reading of measurement data (size and angle 

posit ion), input of rotor data keyboard, selection of dynamic 

balance and stat ic even balance, f ield cal ibrat ion function, SD 

card (or TF Card) saving balance results and balance report.  

This electrical measurement system can input the rotor 

parameters to calculate the al lowable residual unbalance 

corresponding to the selected balance accuracy level.  

 

1. overview: 

 

The electric measuring box is suitable for detecting the 

unbalanced vibration signal of the hard bearing balancing 

machine. 

 

The input quanti ty of the electric measuring box is: 

 

a. The unbalanced vibrat ion signal of two support ing surfaces 

of the rotor output by two sensors. 

 

b. A reference signal (sine wave or pulse) of exactly the same 
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frequency as the rotor rotat ion output by a reference signal 

generator 

 

The output of the electric measuring box is: 

 

a. The main display part shows the unbalance weight and 

phase on the correction radius of the two correction planes of 

the rotor or the unbalance weight and phase of the stat ic 

couple.  

 

b. Balance speed of rotor.  

 

The electric measuring box adopts a novel electric measuring 

circuit  and a reasonable structure layout, uses a single-chip 

computer circuit  for high-speed direct sampling calculat ion, a 

B C R1 R2 and the support mode adopt the direct input direct 

display intuit ive mode, so that the operator can see the 

working state of  the balancing machine at a glance. 

 

The conversion accuracy is much higher than the previous 

hardware conversion. Al l  l inear and digital integrated circuits 

are standard series of international general packaging and 

surface mount elements, which brings convenience to 

maintenance and signif icantly improves rel iabi l i ty. 

 

The core circuit  of the electrical measuring box is that the 32-

bit  industrial single-chip microcomputer is used for direct high-

speed AC ful l  wave sampling, and the software sine wave 

correlat ion function f i l tering has good f i l tering and frequency 

tracking performance. Because of the wide tracking range, the 
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electric measuring box only uses one speed range, which is 

convenient for users. The speed indication of the electric box 

is 10.0-60.9-9999rpm 

 

The electric measuring box can automatical ly memorize the 

measurement data under the set speed. When the power is 

turned on again,  the electric box wil l  automatical ly enter the 

next measurement. 

 

After inputt ing the parameters of a, B, C, R1 and R2 of the 

rotor again, the data of unbalance measured and memorized 

can be recalculated and displayed with the input parameters 

again. 

 

That is: i t  is al lowed to measure memory f irst,  and then set 

support parameters. 

1. overview: 

 

The electric measuring box is suitable for detecting the 

unbalanced vibration signal of the hard bearing balancing 

machine. 

 

The input quanti ty of the electric measuring box is: 

 

a. The unbalanced vibrat ion signal of two support ing surfaces 

of the rotor output by two sensors. 

 

b. A reference signal (sine wave or pulse) of exactly the same 

frequency as the rotor rotat ion output by a reference signal 

generator 
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The output of the electric measuring box is: 

 

a. The main display part shows the unbalance weight and 

phase on the correction radius of the two correction planes of 

the rotor or the unbalance weight and phase of the stat ic 

couple.  

 

b. Balance speed of rotor.  

 

The electric measuring box adopts a novel electric measuring 

circuit  and a reasonable structure layout, uses a single-chip 

computer circuit  for high-speed direct sampling calculat ion, a 

B C R1 R2 and the support mode adopt the direct input direct 

display intuit ive mode, so that the operator can see the 

working state of  the balancing machine at a glance. 

 

The conversion accuracy is much higher than the previous 

hardware conversion. Al l  l inear and digital integrated circuits 

are standard series of international general packaging and 

surface mount elements, which brings convenience to 

maintenance and signif icantly improves rel iabi l i ty. 

 

The core circuit  of the electrical measuring box is that the 32-

bit  industrial single-chip microcomputer is used for direct high-

speed AC ful l  wave sampling, and the software sine wave 

correlat ion function f i l tering has good f i l tering and frequency 

tracking performance. Because of the wide tracking range, the 

electric measuring box only uses one speed range, which is 

convenient for users. The speed indication of the electric box 
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is 10.0-60.9-9999rpm 

 

The electric measuring box can automatical ly memorize the 

measurement data under the set speed. When the power is 

turned on again,  the electric box wil l  automatical ly enter the 

next measurement. 

 

After inputt ing the parameters of a, B, C, R1 and R2 of the 

rotor again, the data of unbalance measured and memorized 

can be recalculated and displayed with the input parameters 

again. 

 

That is: i t  is al lowed to measure memory f irst,  and then set 

support parameters. 

2. The electric measuring box is suitable for the fol lowing 

working environment 

 

2.1 the surrounding medium temperature is not higher than 

+ 40 ℃  and not lower than 0 ℃ . 

 

2. 2 the air humidity is not more than 85% (+ 25 ℃) 

 

2.3 power supply voltage is ～  220V ± 10% 

 

2.4 power frequency 50Hz 

 

3. Main technical parameters 

 

3.1 maximum value error ± 5% 
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3.2 maximum phase angle error is not more than 5 ° 

 

3.3 maximum error of plane operation ± 3% 

 

3.4 maximum error of radius operation ± 3% 

 

3.5 maximum range error ± 3% 

 

3.6 maximum error indicated by tachometer is less than ± 2% 

 

3.7 indication value of self  inspection state (test) electric 

measuring box when dif ferent complete machines leave the 

factory:  

 

Self inspection speed: 600rpm 

 

Left value: gram left phase: degree 

 

Right value: gram right phase: degree 

 

Note: ⑴  the percentage error of the above parameters is 

the relat ive error of ful l  ampl itude; 

 

(2) the above technical parameters shall be assessed 

according to the steps and methods specif ied in the test card 

of the electric test box; 

 

(3) during self inspection, R1 = R2 = b = 100, a = C = 100. 

 

(4) the self inspection signal is only used to check whether 
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the electric box works normally, and the accuracy of the 

electric measuring box cannot be checked. 

 

(5) f i l l  in the indicating value of the electric measuring box 

in the self inspection state after on-site debugging. 

 

4. Instructions for use 

 

The electric measuring box has the character ist ics of a, B, 

C separation and permanent cal ibrat ion. I t  abandons a series 

of complicated operation steps such as compensation, 

separation and calibrat ion, and greatly improves the working 

eff iciency. 

 

Due to the main technical indicators of the whole machine: 

the minimum can reach the residual unbalance Umar, and the 

reduction rate of  the unbalance URR is joint ly guaranteed by 

the coordination and adjustment of each l ink of the sensor and 

the electrical measuring system. The fai lure and replacement 

of any l ink wil l  affect the accuracy of the whole machine to 

varying degrees, so the art i f ic ial  fai lure caused by the 

ignorance of the principle of the whole machine and the 

random adjustment of the adjustable elements in the electrical 

measuring box should be avoided. 

 

In the input sett ing of R1, R2, B in the operation parameters, 

the electric measuring box automatical ly avoids 0000 posit ion. 

Otherwise, these 3 groups of data are in the input state, and 

the electrical measurement system does not work normally.  
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The electric measuring box is a precision measuring 

instrument, which shall be operated and inspected by a 

special ly assigned person, and the operators shall be trained. 

 

5. Operat ion function and 

descript ion 

 

5.1 function and descript ion of 

operat ion panel (refer to the 

f igure below, in order of operation 

keyboard) 
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(1) "State": the "support ing state" of the rotor, and the 

selection key of the relat ive posit ion of the support ing surface 

and the cal ibrat ion face of the rotor. 

 

There are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 kinds of dynamic balance 

correction methods of two plane separation and another six 

kinds of stat ic balance correction methods of 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

and 12 stat ic couple separat ion combined with "stat ic couple" 

function. Press this key one by one and observe the display 

panel unti l  the display pattern is consistent with the actual 

loading form of the rotor.  

 

See the attached f igure on the next page for the detai led 

i l lustrat ions of the 12 correction methods. 

 

(2) "Static couple": selection key of stat ic couple imbalance 
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correction mode. 

 

Press the "stat ic couple" key and the "stat ic couple" indicator 

wil l  be on, and the electr ic measurement system wil l  enter the 

stat ic imbalance and force couple imbalance correction mode. 

 

Press the "stat ic couple" key again, and the "stat ic couple" 

indicator wil l  be off to enter the dynamic balance state of two 

plane separation. 

 

Any dynamic unbalance can be corrected either by two-sided 

decomposit ion or by stat ic couple decomposit ion. For the 

dynamic balance correction of some special rotors, the method 

of stat ic couple decomposit ion is very convenient and 

reasonable. 

 When the machine is decomposing the static couple, the 

parameter A.B.C can be set according to the figure on the next 

page. A.C is the distance from left and right supports to the front of 

the unbalanced correction, a + C is equal to the distance between 

two supports, B is the distance between the front of the unbalanced 

correction, R1 is the radius of the unbalanced correction, press the 

"static couple" key to turn on the "static couple" light, and the 

"state" key is selected according to the relationship between the 

actual unbalanced correction front and the support (I The normal 

couple imbalance correction is on the inner side of the support. At 

this time, the "state" selection key can be selected to "1". The 

indication value in the left table is the static unbalance, and the 

indication value in the right table is the right couple imbalance. At 

this time, the static unbalance indicated in the left table can be 

corrected on the corresponding static unbalance correction front. 
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At the right couple imbalance correction front, the right indicator 

can be corrected on the determined radius At the same time, the 

even unbalance indicated by the right table is corrected on the 

same correction radius on the left even unbalance correction plane, 

but the correction direction is opposite. 

 

12 correction methods (support state) and sett ing legend of a, 

B, C, R1 and R2: 
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(3) A, B, C separation number.

 

The distance between the "a" 

bearing surface or the distance between the stat ic imbalance 

calibrat ion front and the 

 

"B" is the distance from the front of 

between a pair of unbalanced front of 

Xuanhua Beilun Balancing Machinery Co., Ltd.                    

 

 

 

 

(3) A, B, C separation number.  

The distance between the "a" ①  cal ibrat ion front and the 

bearing surface or the distance between the stat ic imbalance 

calibrat ion front and the ①  bearing surface. 

"B" is the distance from the front of ①  to ②  or the distance 

between a pair of unbalanced front of ② .  Be careful ! 0000 

                    HP15        
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cal ibrat ion front and the ①  

bearing surface or the distance between the stat ic imbalance 

or the distance 

. Be careful ! 0000 
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posit ion is not al lowed. 

 

"C" is the distance between the front face of ②  cal ibrat ion and 

②  bearing surface or the distance between the front face of 

even unbalanced calibrat ion and ②  bearing surface. 

 

 

 

(4) R1 and R2 are the posit ions of the correction radius of the 

left  and r ight (①  ②) correction front respectively (unit:  mm). 

Note: R1 and R2 are not al lowed to set 0000 posit ion. 

 

When sett ing the values of R1, R2, a, B and C through the 

keyboard, press any key of R1, R2, a, B and C, the 

corresponding characters turn red, press the number key to 

enter the value, delay for several seconds, and save in the 

memory automatically. The character turns black. Data wi l l  not 

be lost in case of power fai lure or shutdown. 

 

a. B, C, R1, R2 are al l  in mil l imeters. 

 

(5) "+ / -" refers to the right and left  (①  ②) weighting and de 

weighting select ion keys respect ively.  

 

"Weighted" means the correction plane is l ight, which needs to 

be corrected by weighting (welding, r iveting, bonding, etc.).  

 

"De weight" means the corrected plane weight, which needs to 

be corrected by de weight (dri l l ing, grinding, mi l l ing, etc.).  
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(6)1、2、…… 9. 0,. Digital input key. 

 

Input a, B, C, R1, R2, read and save rotor data when digital 

input operat ion is required. 

 

(7) "Storage": save rotor data; (store automatic memory speed, 

stable t ime sett ing, a, B, C, R1, R2 sett ing) 

 

"Extract": read the stored rotor data.  

 

Save the rotor data as a rotor number 1-99 through the 

keyboard. Press the "extract" key, the rotor number window 

wil l  change to red font, you can input the rotor number to be 

saved, and then press the save key to save. The rotor number 

window changes to black. 

 

Read the rotor data of rotor No. 1-99 through the keyboard. 

Press the "extract" key, the rotor number window wil l  change 

to red font, you can input the rotor number to be read, after 

input, press the read key to read. 

 

(8) Stable function selection key "stable". 

 

Press the "stable" key to display the green background, 

indicat ing that the stable function is working. The stabil izat ion 

t ime is displayed in red font at the "stabil izat ion" indication 

posit ion. (the stable t ime can be modif ied with the number key, 

and the al lowable range is 3-75 seconds. I t  is recommended to 

set 10-20 seconds, which may affect the normal display speed 

of the measured data).  
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Press the "stable" key again to display the gray background, 

indicat ing that the stable function is not working. 

 

When the accuracy of the machine to check the unbalance is 

very high, press this key, the indication of the display part is 

slow and the momentum 

of the digital change 

wave is reduced, so as to 

faci l i tate the reading. 

 

Note: after pressing this 

key, i t  wil l  work after the 

stable t ime expires. 

Generally, this function is 

not used in measurement.  

   

(9) "Memory", 

memory function button. 

The memory icon 

changes to a green background to represent the memory state.  

 

There is a separate memory button on the r ight s ide of 

the panel, which has the same function as the memory function 

button on the panel.  

 

When using the balance machine to detect normally, you 

can wait unti l  the reading is stable, press this key, the 

unbalanced data wi l l  be memorized on the display digital meter,  

and the measurement wi l l  stop working. Then stop the machine 
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for imbalance correction. When the electr ic measuring box is 

equipped with a specif ic host, i t  can automatical ly memorize 

and drive the control system to stop at the set speed. 

 

Automatic memory at set speed: 

 

When the rotor works to the normal measurement speed, 

press the "store" key once, and the electric measuring box can 

automatical ly memorize the measurement data at this speed. 

Automatic memory after data stabil izat ion. When the power is 

turned on again,  the electric box starts the automatic memory 

function at this speed (the background color of the tachometer 

changes to green), and does not affect any other operat ion. As 

long as the rotat ing speed of balance measurement is not 

changed, when the balance machine is turned on again, the 

automatic memory function wil l  be turned on by the electr ic 

measuring box instead of manually operating the "memory" 

button. 

 

Whether i t  is manual memory or automatic memory, the 

unbalanced data measured and memorized can be re input into 

the parameters of the rotor such as a, B, C, R1, R2 weighting 

and de weighting mode, and then the re input parameters can 

be calculated and displayed. 

 

That is: in the memory state, i t  is al lowed to measure 

memory f irst,  and then set the support parameters. 

 

(10) "Reset": the restart button of the computer software, 

which is not normal ly used for normal operation. 
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(11) "Self check" button 

 

In order to check whether the electric measuring box is 

normal when parking, press this key. At this t ime, the electric 

measuring box cuts off the external measuring signal and 

reference signal, and then generates a signal from the electric 

measuring box to enter the reference and measurement 

channel, and displays a pair of unbalance quantit ies from the 

digital meter. The self inspection signal of each balancing 

machine is the determined value, refer to the parameter table 

in section 3.7.  

 

The self check signal is only used to check whether the 

electric box works normally. I t  is not al lowed to check the 

accuracy of the electric box. 

 

(12) Record button. I f  the user needs to record the test 

results in writ ten form, after pressing the "record" button, the 

electric test box wil l  record the measurement data on the SD 

card (or TF Card) at this t ime, so as to record or print the test 

report permanently. The number next to the SD display icon is 

the f i le number stored in the SD card by pressing the save key 

each t ime. Only one SD card and TF card can be inserted. 

 

The f igure is the print test report  drawing. 
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(13) Display 

part - 

tachometer. 

The digital 

meter at the 

upper posit ion 

in the display 

part indicates 

the working 

speed of the workpiece on the balancing machine, unit:  RPM. 

 

Under the premise that the tachometer has normal and stable 

indicat ion, the circuit  starts to measure normally. When self 

checking, the tachometer is 600rpm. 

 

(14) The lower r ight end of the display part is indicated by an 

output level meter, which is independent of the balance 

process. 

 

(15) Unbalance quantity display table 

 

The two digital tables on the left  and the corresponding red 

dots of polar coordinates show  the plane unbalance and its ①

phase. 

 

The two digital tables on the right and the corresponding red 

dot of polar coordinate show the plane unbalance and its 

phase. 
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(16) There are three groups of auxi l iary indicator digital 

meters in the lower r ight part of  the LCD screen, respectively 

indicat ing: 

 

"" represents the unbalance of the left  support point and is 

also the output indication of the left  sensor.  

 

"" represents the unbalance of the right support ing point and is 

also the output indication of the right sensor. 

 

"" indicates the stat ic unbalance of the rotor.  

 

(17) Calculat ion of al lowable residual unbalance 

 

Press the "rotor weight" key to input the weight of the 

balanced rotor in kg. 

 

Press the "use speed" key to input the use speed of the 

balanced rotor under the actual working condit ion, in rpm. 

 

Press the "accuracy level" key to select the accuracy level. 

Each t ime you press it ,  i t  wil l  rotate and display in four values: 

G 16, G 6.3, G 2.5 and G 1. The general fan and water pump 

shall be g6.3.  

 

When all  the above data are input, the polar coordinate wil l  

have the red circle f igure corresponding to the calculated 

al lowable residual data. When the red dot indicat ing the 

amount of unbalance enters the red circle, i t  means that the 

balance result has reached the technical requirements.  
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After the above three data are input, i f  there is no other 

operat ion within 8 seconds, each input window wil l  

automatical ly disappear, leaving only the red circle graph 

representing the precision in polar coordinates. 

 

  

(18) Keyboard definit ion br ief:  

 

State: select the support ing state 

corresponding to the actual rotor. 

 

Stat ic couple: select stat ic couple 

balance or dynamic balance mode. 

 

R1, R2, a, B, C: support parameter sett ing key. 

 

+/-:  heavy de heavy selection key. 

 

0 ~ 9: digital input key. 

 

Storage: save the current rotor data. 

 

Extract: read the saved rotor data. 

 

Steady: steady reading. 

 

Memory: memory reading, convenient for counterweight after 

parking. 
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Reset: software reset or hardware reset. 

 

Self inspection: internal inspection of electr ical measuring box. 

 

Record: record the measurement results to SD card (or TF 

Card).  

 

Rotor weight: used to calculate rotor accuracy. 

 

Use speed: used to calculate the accuracy of rotor. 

 

Accuracy level: select the accuracy level specif ied in iso1940. 

Such as: G 6.3, etc. 

 

5.2 function and descript ion of operation rear panel (Figure 

omitted) 

 

(1) power switch of electric test box. 

 

(2) fu1: 50Hz, 220V AC power fuse, tube core 0.75a. 

 

(3) 50Hz, 220V AC power inlet socket. 

 

(4) reference signal input socket (reference signal with str ict ly 

the same frequency as rotor rotat ion) 

 

(5) automatic parking memory function selection switch).  

 

(6) sockets for " " and " " surface sensors.① ②  

6. Cal ibrat ion of  electric measuring meter 
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The electric measuring box has the calibration function. Under 

certain circumstances, the operator can calibrate by himself 

according to the contents of this chapter. 

 

The electric measuring box has been permanently calibrated 

when it is delivered to the user after passing the commissioning of 

the whole machine. If the user thinks it is necessary to use this 

function to calibrate the balancer, please consult the manufacturer. 

 

Before starting the main engine, press "F.", "1", "2", "3" 

successively to enter the calibration state. 

 

Before the calibration, the rotor does not need a high balancing 

accuracy, but under certain conditions, it is better to carry out a 

coarse balancing weight before the calibration. In this way, it is easier 

to ensure the calibration accuracy. 
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Before calibration, appropriate calibration mass block should be 

prepared in advance according to rotor size and main engine 

specification. If the calibration mass block is too small, it will affect 

the calibration accuracy and cause unsafe factors. 

 

The weight of calibration mass should be greater than the 

residual unbalance of rotor, so as to ensure enough calibration 

accuracy. 

 

By default, a calibration mass block of 100g should be added at 0 

degree. If 100g calibration block is not used for calibration, it is 

necessary to manually input the weight of calibration mass block and 

installation angle during calibration. 

 

6.1.1 before entering the calibration state, set the rotor 

parameters as required: 

 

The rotor for calibration is specified as: 

 

Support state: 1 

 

Input a, B, C, R1, R2 according to the actual state of the rotor 

 

Weighting mode 

 

Double side dynamic balance mode 

 

The allowable weight of calibration mass block is 1g to 99000g 
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6.1.2 calibration method: before starting the main engine, press 

"F.", "1", "2", "3" successively to enter the calibration interface, 

 

The first box icon appears, and the electric measuring box enters 

the calibration state. 

 

6.1.3 start the balancing machine, the electric measuring box 

starts to measure the initial unbalance of the rotor, press the 

"memory" key after the data is stable, and then press the "storage" 

key. Then stop the machine. 

 

The second box icon appears 

 

6.1.4 at this time, the electric measuring box displays the size of 

red font and angle of the calibration amount (M1) to be added on the 

left side (the initial setting is 100g-0 degrees). 

 

 

 

A calibration mass block (calibration M1) is added on the left side. 

Use the keyboard to directly input the size of the actual calibration 

mass block (calibration M1), press "B" to change the "angle" to red 

font, and press the number key to input the "angle" on the left side. If 

new parameters are not input, standard quantity shall be added 

according to the size and angle displayed by the electric measuring 

box. 

 

6.1.5 start the balancing machine, the electric measuring box 

starts to re measure the unbalance, press the "memory" key after the 

data is stable, and then press the "storage" key. 
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The third box icon appears 

 

Stop the machine and remove the calibration M1 added on the left 

side. 

 

6.1.6 at this time, the electric measuring box shows that the size 

of the standard quantity (M2) to be added on the right side is red font 

and angle (initially set as 100g-0 degree). 

 

Install the calibration mass block (standard quantity m2) on the 

right side. Use the keyboard to modify the grams of the actual 

calibration mass block (calibration m2), press the C key "angle" to 

change to the red font, and modify the added "angle". 

 

6.1.7 start the balancing machine, the electric measuring box 

starts to re measure the unbalance, press the "memory" key after the 

data is stable, press the "storage" key, and the calibration is finished. 

 

Stop the machine and remove the calibration quantity M2 added 

on the left side. 

 

Press the "reset" key to exit the calibration state and enter the 

measurement state. 

  

6.1.8 the balancer can be normally measured with the 

calibrated parameters. That is to say, the residual unbalance 

of the rotor on the basis of this calibrat ion can be measured by 

start ing the balancing machine. 
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The customer can make a calibrat ion rotor, and make two 

posit ions that can add 100g quantity in the left  and right zero 

degree phase, so that the calibrat ion process does not need to 

input the calibrat ion quantitat ive parameters to accelerate the 

calibrat ion speed. 

 

6.1.9 in shutdown state: press "F.", "7", "8", "9" successively 

to restore the factory calibrat ion data of the or iginal machine. 

 

7. Brief introduction to the pr inciple of electrical 

measurement system 

 

7.1 introduction to the principle of electrical measuring 

system 

 

Stabil ized voltage power supply part:  convert the 220V AC 

supplied by the transformer into ± 15V and 5V DC for the 

measurement system. 

 

CPU board: after lock-in and frequency mult ipl icat ion of the 

input reference signal, provide tracking band-pass pulse and 

tachometer signal, and generate self-test signal.  

 

Prefi l ter part:  prefi l ter the signals of  and  b① ② earing 

surfaces input by  and  sensors, and switch the ① ②

measurement or self  inspection at the same t ime. 

 

Main f i l ter ing part:  send the signal of  or  front correction ① ②

radius after pre f i l tering and processing to the computer part 

to real ize high-speed sampling, correlat ion f i l tering, a, B, C, 
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R1, R2 operation, and realize bandwidth switching, memory 

and other functions. 

 

The matching adjustment of the two sensors is processed by 

computer software. 

 

7.2 digital table:  

 

The two digital tables on the left  and the corresponding red 

dots of polar coordinates show  the plane unbalance and its ①

phase. 

 

The two digital tables on the right and the corresponding red 

dot of polar coordinate show the plane unbalance and its 

phase. 

 

The middle digital meter is the balance measurement speed 

of the rotor, unit :  RPM. 

 

8. Maintenance 

 

The maintenance of the balance mechanical and electrical 

measuring system is the key to ensure the balance machine 

works well.  

 

The electric measuring box shal l be placed in a vent i lated, 

dry and clean room. There shall be no strong electromagnetic 

interference nearby. In case of infrequent use, the electr ic 

measuring box shall be powered on by a special ly assigned 

person 2-3 t imes a week in the self inspection state, each t ime 
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for 2-3 hours. During the period when the electric measuring 

box is out of service, i t  shall be covered with dust cover and 

added with desiccant. The cover plate of the box shal l be 

opened every 3-6 months to replace the desiccant. Every 1-2 

years, each index shal l be checked according to the technical 

requirements of the electric box, and the accuracy of the 

machine shal l be adjusted with the help of electromechanical 

cooperation. 

Speed sensor s wir ing mode 

No describe Notes 

1 -15v power Soft power supply，100ma 

2 Rotational speed signal S  

3 +15v power  Soft power supply，100ma 

4 NC  

5 GND No shell  

6 NC  

7 NC  

 

Vibrat ion sensor 1  2 Connection mode 

No describe Notes 

1 Vibrat ion sensor signal +  

2 Vibrat ion sensor signal -  No shell  

3 Vibrat ion sensor signal +  

4 Vibrat ion sensor signal -  No shell  

5 NC  

Due to the non-linear effect of the overall measurement operation data, too large 

initial amount is not conducive to the compensation operation with high accuracy, 

so it is recommended that the compensation operation minimize the initial imbal-

ance. 

 

Operation method of hp15 electric measuring box compensation 
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LCD mode displays the working status with text. When there are compensation 

parameters, the corresponding compensation mode text is displayed 

 

Start up and exit compensation. 

 

Contents of mode display mode: 

 

Simple compensation mode 

 

The secondary compensation mode is divided into corresponding -- the second-

ary compensation 2 corresponds to two 180 degree turns, 

 

The second compensation 3 corresponds to three times of 120 degree turning, 

 

Secondary compensation 5 corresponds to 5 times of 72 degree turning 

 

Key compensation mode 

 

F999 is the exit compensation instruction, f888 is the compensation value display 

instruction 

 

Compensation operation 

process 

： 

  

Simple 
compensation: 
 
F111 measure the 
"initial" value V0, 
and press the 
storage key after 
the data is stable. 
 
F777 enters "simple compensation" V = v-v0. 
 
F999 is the exit compensation command. 
 
Secondary compensation: 
 
180 degree secondary compensation 
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F111 measure the "initial" value V0, and press the storage key 
after the data is stable. 'initial' quantity V0 disappears 
 
F180 measures the reverse 180 degree phase value V1, and press 
the storage key after the data is stable. 
 
F222 enters the secondary compensation / 2 state. 
 
F999 is the exit compensation command. 
 
The compensation value is: (V0 + V180) / 2 
 
Application example: correction operation method of bent process 
mandrel: 

When the balance process shaft is used for a long time, it will bend. When the curvature 

is greater than 0.05mm, the balance result can not meet the process requirements. 

 

 

 

 

After the rotor is installed, start the machine to measure the unbalance. If the value is 

too large and the correction is smaller, press the "initial unbalance button f111" to 

display the text: initial quantity V0, after the data is stable, press the "storage button", 

the initial unbalance V0 disappears. After the machine stops, turn the rotor 180 degrees 

relative to the process axis, start the balancing machine slowly, and press the "180 

degrees unbalance button F180" to display: 180 Degree imbalance, press the "storage 

key" after the data is stable, the 180 degree imbalance disappears. Then press 

"secondary compensation 2: F222" to carry out 2 transposition compensation and 

display: secondary compensation 2. 

 

Such measurement results will eliminate the error caused by the bending of the balance 

shaft. 
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120 degree sec-

ondary com-

pensation 

 

F111 press the storage 

key after the initial 

measurement V0 data 

is stable. 

 

F120 measures the value V120 of turning 120 degree phase, and press the storage key 

after the data is stable. 

 

F240 measure the phase value V240 of 240 degrees of rotation, and press the storage 

key after the data is stable. 

 

F333 enters the secondary compensation-3 state. 

 

F999 is the exit compensation command. 

72  degree secondary compensation 
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Compensation value: (V0 + V120 + V240) / 3 
 
F111 press the storage key after the init ial measurement V0 
data is stable.  
 
F072 measures the value of turn 72 degree phase value v072, 
and press the storage key after the data is stable. 
 
F144 measures the phase value v144 of 144 degree f l ipping, 
and press the storage key after the data is stable. 
 
F216 measures the phase value v216 of 216 degree f l ip, and 
press the storage key after the data is stable.  
 
F288 measures the phase value v216 of 216 degrees of rota-
t ion, and press the storage key after the data is stable.  
 
 
 
F555 enters the secondary compensation-5 state. 
 
F999 is the exit  compensation command. 
 
The compensation value is: (V0 + V72 + v144 + v216 + v288) /  
5 
 
 
 
Key compensation: 
 
F111 measures the init ial value V0 with key after adding key 
 
F444 test value V1 without key 
 
F666 enters the key compensation state. At the same t ime, the 
K window displays the percentage input window (K: 1% - 100% 
defaults to 50). The compensation value is: (v0-v1) k% 
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BL-15V  

General computer measurement 

system of dynamic balancing 

machine 

 

(full vector solution) 

 

an instruction manual 

 

 

 

Xuanhua Beilun Balancing Machinery Co Ltd 
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2018 system up-

grade: press f456 - it 

can be switched to 

bl-15v dynamic ba-

lancing machine full 

vector calculation 

general computer measurement system, and press f456 again 

to return to HP-15 
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Catalog 

 
1. Overview 
 
2. Applicable working environment of electric measuring box 
 
3. Main technical parameters 
 
4. Instructions for use 
 
5. Operation function and description 
 
6. Function and description of operation rear panel 
 
7. Maintenance and repair 
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Bl-15v dynamic balancing machine general computer measuring system (hereinafter 

referred to as electrical measuring box), 

 

Vector solution: real time vector influence coefficient solution is used to solve the 

problem of non ideal rotor balance. 

 

It is applicable to the detection of unbalanced signals of various dynamic balancing 

machines. 

 

This system is a special measuring instrument for computer controlled balancing 

machine. 

 

The electric measurement system has the following functions: automatic sensitivity 

control, automatic (or manual) storage of rotor data, direct reading of measured data 

(size and angle of unbalance), keyboard input of rotor data, dynamic balance and static 

even balance selection. 

 

Through the keyboard, the rotor data can be saved and extracted, up to 99 rotor data 

can be saved. The data of each rotor consists of 11 data: 

 

∠ ∠ ∠ ∠C11 11 C12 12 dp1 dp2 C21 21 C22 22 n 

 

This machine adopts full vector solution, and the solution accuracy is determined by the 

measurement difference degree of the two groups of sensors corresponding to the 

solution surface of the rotor (that is, the measurement signal separation degree 

determined by the mechanical structure). There is no numerical limitation in the 

calculation of the solution. The phase calculation is also 360 degrees without limitation, 
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and the separation degree can also get more than 100% of the calculated value. 

 

The result of calibration is determined by the way of calibration, and the result of 

weighted calibration shows the extra quantity. The process balance is carried out by 

removing the unbalanced quantity. The electric measuring box can be treated as a 

process balance of 180 degree weighting. 

 

1. overview: 

 

The electric measuring box is suitable for the detection of unbalanced signals of various 

dynamic balancing machines. 

 

The input quantity of the electric measuring box is: 

 

a. Two unbalanced vibration signals of two supporting surfaces (one is required for 

single-sided balancing machine). 

 

b. A reference signal (sine wave or pulse) of exactly the same frequency as the rotor 

rotation output by a reference signal generator 

 

The output of the electric measuring box is: 

 

a. The main display part shows the unbalance mass and phase on the correction radius 

of the two correction planes of the rotor or the unbalance mass and phase of the static 

couple (the single-sided balancer only shows the unbalance mass and phase of one 

side). Other relevant information includes the way of adding and removing weight, rotor 

balance speed, etc. 
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b. The balance result can generate test report and transfer it to SD card. The balance 

result can be archived and printed by ordinary computer. 

 

The electric measuring box adopts a novel electric measuring circuit and a reasonable 

structure layout, uses a single-chip computer circuit for high-speed measurement of 

reference speed, and no peripheral digital circuit participates in frequency measurement. 

Therefore, it has a very wide range of speed measurement. The speed can be 

displayed from 10.0rpm to 99990rpm. AC direct full wave sampling calculation, internal 

dynamic high-speed correlation filtering, and dynamic filtering technology of huge data 

time movement. Direct input and direct display are adopted to make the operator know 

the working state of the balancing machine at a glance. 

 

The front circuit of the electric test box is a tracking band-pass correlation filter, which 

has good filtering and frequency tracking performance. Because of the wide tracking 

range, the electric measuring box only uses one speed range, which is convenient for 

users. In particular, the digital filtering technology is adopted to solve the stability 

problem of the electric measuring box reasonably, so that the electric measuring box 

has excellent low-speed performance. 

2. The electric measuring box is suitable for the following working environment 

2.1 the surrounding medium temperature is not higher than + 40  and not lower than ℃

0 .℃  

2. 2 the air humidity is not more than 85% (+ 25 )℃  

2.3 power supply voltage is ～ 220V ± 10% 

2.4 power frequency 50Hz 

3.7 when the electric measuring box leaves the factory, the indication value of the 

electric measuring box in the self inspection state of rotor 0 is: 

Left value: gram right value: gram 
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Left phase: degree right phase: degree 

 

Note: the display value when using other rotor numbers for self inspection is different 

from that when using rotor 0. The self check signal is only used to check whether the 

electric measuring box works normally, and it is not used to check the accuracy of the 

electric measuring box. 

 

(4) the indicating value of the electric measuring box in the self inspection state shall be 

filled in manually. 

 

4. Instructions for use 

 

The main accuracy index of the whole balancing machine: "the minimum can reach the 

residual unbalance Umar, and the unbalance reduction rate URR" is jointly guaranteed 

by the adjustment of the mechanical system, rotor characteristics, sensors, electrical 

measurement system and other links of the balancing machine. The failure and 

replacement of any link will affect the accuracy of the whole machine to varying degrees, 

so it should be avoided to adjust it casually without knowing the principle of the whole 

machine Artificial fault caused by adjustable elements in the electrical measuring box. 

 

The electric measuring box is a precision measuring instrument, which shall be 

operated and inspected by a specially assigned person, and the operators shall be 

trained. 

 

5. Operation function and description 

 

5.1 function and description of the operation panel (refer to the figure below, and follow 

the keyboard operation sequence) 
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(1) "Calibration" button: press the "calibration" button, the electric measuring box will 

enter the calibration state and exit the measurement state at the same time. After the 

calibration process is completed, the electric measuring box automatically returns to the 

normal measuring state. Press the "calibration" key again in the "calibration" state, and 

the electric measuring box will return to the measurement state (similar to the following). 

 

(2) "Static couple" button: the selection key of static couple imbalance correction mode. 

 

Press the "static couple" key once, the "static couple" display will be on, and the electric 

measuring box will enter the static imbalance and force couple imbalance correction 

mode. 

 

Press the "static couple" key again, the "static couple" display is off, and the electric 

measuring box enters the dynamic balance mode of two plane separation. 

 

On the static / even decomposition equilibrium method: 

 

Any dynamic unbalance can be corrected by the method of two plane decomposition 

(dynamic balance) or the method of static couple decomposition. For the dynamic 

balance correction of some special rotors, the method of static couple decomposition is 

very convenient and reasonable. 

 

The calibration (see the following content for the "calibration" operation) is the rotor 

measured in dynamic balance mode. In normal measurement, press the "static couple" 

button, the "static couple" display will be on, and the electric measuring box will work in 

the static / couple decomposition mode. 
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At this time, the indicated value of the left side table is static unbalance, and the 

indicated value of the right side table is right even unbalance. At this time, the static 

unbalance indicated by the left table can be corrected on the corresponding static 

unbalance correction front, and on the right even unbalance correction front, the even 

unbalance indicated by the right table can be 

corrected on the determined radius, and at the 

same time, the even unbalance indicated by the 

right table can be corrected on the same 

correction radius on the left even unbalance 

correction plane, but the correction direction is 

opposite (as indicated by the right table 180 

degrees). 

 

(3) The two "+ / -" buttons are the right and left (  ) weighting and de weighting ①②

selection keys respectively. 

 

Press the "+ / -" key, and the corresponding left or right correction front weighting and 

de weighting symbols will change in turn, so as to select the appropriate counterweight 
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correction method. 

 

When "" is displayed, it means that the specified position of the correction plane is light, 

which needs to be corrected by weighting (welding, riveting, bonding and other methods 

of adding weight). 

 

When "" is displayed, it means that the specified position of the correction plane is 

heavy, which needs to be corrected by removing the weight (drilling, grinding, milling, 

etc.). 

 (4) A, R1, R2, B and C buttons cooperate with the "calibration" key to complete the 

calibration operation. A corresponds to the initial quantity, R1 corresponds to the left 

standard quantity, R2 corresponds to the right standard quantity, B corresponds to the 

left angle, and C corresponds to the right angle. See the section on calibration operation 

for detailed operation. 

(5) 1、2、…… 9. 0 digital input key, used in conjunction with storage, extraction, 

stabilization and calibration processes. 

(6) "F." key: the second function selection key. 

(7) "Store" and "extract" buttons: "store" is used to save rotor data; "extract" is 

used to read rotor data. 

Method of storing rotor: press the "extract" key once, the display number of 

balance speed will start flashing, and input the rotor number to be stored with the digital 

input key (1-99 range is optional). Press the "store" key again, and the current 

calibration parameters are stored under this rotor number (that is, the calibration 

parameters of the current rotor balance process). If the rotor number already has old 

calibration parameters, after pressing the "store" key, the new calibration parameters 

will be saved instead of the old ones. 

Extraction method of rotor: press the "extraction" key once, the display number of 

the balance speed starts to flash, and input the rotor number to be extracted with the 
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digital input key (1-99 range is optional). Press the "extract" key again, and the 

previously stored calibration parameters under a certain rotor number are extracted to 

the current operation interface (that is, the calibration parameters of the previously 

stored off the shelf rotor balancing process). 

"Storage" and "extraction" can be used together to save the calibration parameters 

of the balance process of 99 rotors in the electric measuring box, which is a very 

convenient and quick use method. Generally, each rotor of different specifications 

should be "stored" in time after calibration to facilitate "extraction" in the future. In 

addition: it is recommended that the operator record the information of each "stored" 

rotor number and corresponding rotor drawing number name separately for future query. 

The "store" key will also be used in other operations, and related contents will be 

mentioned later. 

(8) "Stable" key, stable selection key. When the accuracy of the detected 

unbalance is very high or the data is relatively unstable, press this key to set a relatively 

long amount of time (seconds), the indication of the display part changes slowly and the 

number change decreases, so as to read. 

Press the "stable" key once, the "stable" display will be on, the display number of 

"2-sided influence angle, 2-sided angle coefficient" will become 2-digit effective number 

(0-75), use the digital input key to input the desired time amount (seconds), then press 

the "storage" key once, the displayed number will exit, and the electric measuring box 

will work "stably" with the set time amount. 

Press the "stable" key again, the "stable" function exits, and the "stable" display 

goes out. 

Note: generally, the time can be set to 10-15 seconds, and the maximum can be 

set to 75 seconds. It is better not to use, otherwise the operation efficiency will be 

affected. 

(9) "Memory" button: use the balance machine to detect normally. After the 

unbalanced data can be read stably, press this button once, the unbalanced data will be 
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memorized on the display digital meter, and the measurement will stop. Then stop the 

machine for imbalance correction. When the balancing machine is started next time, 

when the rotor reaches a certain speed, the electric measuring box will automatically 

exit the "memory" state. 

 

When the balance speed specified by the calibration parameter is used for 

measurement, the unbalanced data will be automatically memorized on the display 

digital meter about 5 seconds after the display data is stable, and the measurement will 

stop. When the balancing machine is started next time, when the rotor reaches a certain 

speed, the electric measuring box will automatically exit the "memory" state. 

Some balancing machines have the function of forced memory when they leave 

the factory. As long as the motor stops, the unbalanced data will be automatically 

memorized on the display digital table. The next time the motor is started, the electric 

measuring box will automatically exit from the "memory" state. Turn off the "MEM" 

switch on the back panel of the power-off test box to release the forced parking memory 

function. 

(10) "Reset" button: the restart button of the computer software part, which is 

generally not used for normal operation. "Reset" automatically enters the ABC solution 

mode of hp15 hard support 

(11) "Self check" button 

In order to check whether the electric measuring box is normal or not, press this 

key once when the electric measuring box is stopped. At this time, the external 

measuring signal and reference signal are cut off by the electric measuring box, and a 

group of false unbalanced signals are generated from the electric measuring box to 

enter the measuring channel, and a pair of unbalanced quantities are displayed from the 

digital meter. The self inspection signal of each balancing machine is the determined 

value, refer to the parameter table in section 3.7. 
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The self check signal is only used to check whether the electric measuring box 

works normally. It is not allowed to check the accuracy of the electric measuring box. 

 

(12) Record button. The electric measuring box has the function of transferring and 

storing the balance results. If the user needs to record the test results in written form, or 

need to archive the test results, please follow the steps below: insert the SD card into 

the socket of the electric test box, press the "record" key, and the balance test results 

will be recorded on the SD card. The contents of SD card can be edited, archived and 

printed on ordinary computer. 

 

(13) The upper left and upper right of the display part respectively show the size, 

angle and counterweight method of the imbalance of the left and right (  ) two front ①②

faces. 

 

(14) The middle position of the display part is the balance working tachometer. 

During the operation of "storage" and "extraction", the rotor number is displayed in "] 99" 

or "[99". Among them, "]" represents that the electric measuring box works in the normal 

designated rotor rotation direction, "[" represents that the electric measuring box works 

in the reverse direction of the normal designated rotor rotation direction (most balancing 

machines do not have the function of reverse direction operation when leaving the 

factory). 

(15) The top center of the display part is indicated by the output level meter. 

(16) Other display information will be described in the content of relevant operation 

process. 

5.2 function and description of operation rear panel 

(1) "Power" electric test box power switch. 

(2) "220V, 50Hz" AC power inlet socket. 

(3) "0.75a, 50Hz" AC power fuse, tube core 0.75a. 
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(4) "MEM" memory auto stop function switch. 

(5) "S" reference signal input socket (with rotor 

(6) " " right sensor signal input socket (pay attention to the left and right ②

correspondence when connecting). 

(7) " " left sensor signal input socket (pay attention to the left and right ①

correspondence when connecting). 

 

6. Rotor calibration 

Operation Description: 

Press the "status" key, and the electric measuring box will enter the calibration state. 

Start the balancing machine, 

Display the initial unbalanced quantity (V10, V20), press "store", 

"M1 constant scalar" turns red and stops. 

 

The calibration amount R1 (M1) changes to red font, input the measurement value of 1 

side, press B key, the angle number changes to red font, input the angle value, 

 

1 side add M1 according to the input and angle, then start the machine to measure, the 

data is stable, and the memory stops. 
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Press the "store" key, "M2 constant scalar becomes red font". 

Remove M1. 

Display the right input right label quantitative (M2), press the C key to change the angle 

number to red font, input the angle value, 

Add M2 according to the input and angle on both sides, and then start the machine for 

measurement. The data is stable, and the memory stops. 

Press the "store" key to complete the calibration. 

Remove m2. 

Display initial unbalance (U10, U20) 

Here is the detailed operation: 

6.1 operation process of dynamic balance calibration of rotor (for dynamic balance 

machine or dynamic balance mode) 

When preparing to measure an unknown rotor that has not been calibrated, the electric 

measuring box needs to be calibrated before it can display the exact size and angle of 

the unbalance. 

After the calibration process is completed, the rotor of this specification can be stored in 

the electrical measuring box in the form of rotor number. In the future, when the rotor of 

the same specification is balanced, the rotor number can be directly extracted without re 

calibration. 

Before the calibration process, please refer to the instructions of the host machine, 

adjust the mechanical part, install and connect the rotor in good condition, and ensure 

that the whole machine and rotor reach the state before normal startup. Pay special 

attention to safety. After each part is adjusted and powered on, the following operations 

can be carried out. 

6.1.1 press the "extract" key once, and then use the number key to input the new rotor 

number to be stored. The following calibration results can be stored in the electrical 

measurement system with this rotor number. 
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If you want to correct the calibration coefficient of the existing rotor number, you do not 

need to operate this step. 

 

6.1.2 press the "status" key, and the electric measuring box will enter the calibration 

state. 

6.1.3 start the balancing machine, and the electric measuring box starts to measure the 

initial unbalance of the rotor (V10, V20). After the display data of the electric measuring 

box is stable, press the "store" key,. Then stop the machine. 

6.1.4 at this time, the electric measuring box only displays the size of R1 (M1) and B 

angle (initially set as 100g-0 degree) on the left side, and no display (n) on the right side. 

A calibration mass block (calibration M1) is added on the left side. Use the keyboard to 

modify the size of the actual calibration mass block (calibration M1) and the added 

angle. Press "R 1" and then press the number key to modify the "size", press "B" and 

then press the number key to modify the "angle". 

Start the balancing machine, the electric measuring box starts to re measure the 

unbalance (V11, v21), and press "store" after the data is stable. 

Pay attention to observe the data displayed in "1 calibration quality - 2 calibration 

quality". When the data is less than 30, it indicates that the calibration accuracy is not 

high. It is necessary to increase the quality of "M1" on the premise of ensuring safety, or 

re calibrate the rotor after rough balancing. 

Stop the machine and remove the calibration M1 added on the left side. 

6.1.5 at this time, the electric measuring box only displays the size and angle (initially 

set as 100g-0 degrees) of the standard quantity (M2) to be added on the right side, and 

there is no display (n) on the left side. 

Install the calibration mass block (standard quantity m2) on the right side. Use the 

keyboard to modify the size of the actual calibration mass block (calibration m2) and the 

added angle, press "R2" and then press the number key to modify "size", press "C" and 
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then press the number key to modify "angle". 

 

Start the balancing machine, the electric measuring box starts to re measure the 

unbalance (v12, V22), and press the "store" key after the data is stable. Calibration 

complete. 

Remove m2. 

Display initial unbalance (U10, U20) 

 Pay attention to observe the data displayed in "1 calibration quality - 2 calibration 

quality". When the data is less than 30, it indicates that the calibration accuracy is not 

high. It is necessary to increase the quality of "M2" on the premise of ensuring safety, or 

re calibrate the rotor after rough balancing. 

 

Stop the machine and remove the calibration quantity M2 added on the left side. 

 

Press the R1 key to enter the parameter interface, and you can see that the calibration 

vector has been calibrated with the effect coefficient. 

 

6.1.6 if it is necessary to select a new rotor number for storage, first press the "extract" 

key once, then input the new rotor number, and then press the "store" key, the 

calibration coefficient will be stored in the electrical measurement system with the new 

rotor number. 

 

To directly modify the calibration coefficient of the existing rotor number, you can 

directly press the "store" key. This calibration coefficient will cover the existing rotor 

number and store it in the electrical measurement system. 

 

6.1.7 now the balancing machine has returned to the normal "measurement" state, and 

the unbalance displayed by the electric measuring box is the size and angle of the initial 
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unbalance (U10, U20) of the calibrated rotor. According to this data, the operator can 

eliminate the imbalance. 

 

If there is a rotor of the same specification, the dynamic balance mass production can 

be carried out directly in this calibration state, without recalibration. 

 

6.1.8 press "reset" key, the system will return to hp15 state, and press f456 again to 

enter bl15v state. 

 

6.2 single side balancing calibration process of rotor (for single side balancing machine 

or single side balancing mode) 

 

When preparing to measure an unknown rotor that has not been calibrated, the electric 

measuring box needs to be calibrated before it can display the exact size and angle of 

the unbalance. 

 

After the calibration process is completed, the rotor of this specification can be stored in 

the electrical measuring box in the form of rotor number. In the future, when the rotor of 

the same specification is balanced, the rotor number can be directly extracted without re 

calibration. 

 

Before the calibration process, please refer to the instructions of the host machine, 

adjust the mechanical part, install and connect the rotor in good condition, and ensure 

that the whole machine and rotor reach the state before normal startup. Pay special 

attention to safety. After each part is adjusted and powered on, the following operations 

can be carried out. 

 

6.2.1 press the "extract" key once, and then input the new rotor number to be stored 
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with the number key. The following calibration results can be stored in the electrical 

measurement system with this rotor number. 

 

If you want to correct the calibration coefficient of the existing rotor number, you do not 

need to operate this step. 

 

6.2.2 press the "calibration" key, and then press the "static couple" key. The display of 

"measurement" is off, the display of "initial quantity" is flashing, and the electric 

measuring box enters the single-sided calibration state. At this time, the measurement 

value on the right side is off (n), and the angle is 0. 

 

6.2.3 start the balancing machine, and the electric measuring box starts to measure the 

initial unbalance of rotor (V10). Press the "store" key after the data displayed by the 

electric measuring box is stable. Then stop the machine. 

 

6.2.4 at this time, the electric measuring box only displays the size and angle (initially 

set as 100g-0 degrees) of the standard quantity (M1) to be added on the left side, and 

there is no display on the right side. 

 

A calibration mass block (calibration M1) is added to the counterweight surface. Use the 

keyboard to modify the size of the actual calibration mass block (calibration M1) and the 

added angle, 

 

Press "R1" and then press the number key to modify "size", 

 

Press "B" and press the number key to change the "angle". 

 

Start the balancing machine, and the electric measuring box starts to re measure the 
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unbalance (V11). After the data is stable, press the "store" key, and then the calibration 

of the electric measuring box is completed. 

 

Pay attention to observe the data displayed in "1 calibration quality - 2 calibration 

quality". When the data is less than 30, it indicates that the calibration accuracy is not 

high. It is necessary to increase the quality of "M1" on the premise of ensuring safety, or 

re calibrate the rotor after rough balancing. 

 

Stop the machine and remove the calibration M1 added on the left side. 

 

6.2.5 if it is necessary to select a new rotor number for storage, first press the "extract" 

key once, then input the new rotor number, and then press the "store" key, the 

calibration coefficient will be stored in the electrical measurement system with the new 

rotor number. 

 

6.2.6 now the balancing machine has returned to the normal "measurement" state, and 

the unbalance displayed on the left side of the electric measuring box is the size and 

angle of the calibrated initial unbalance (U10) of the rotor. According to this data, the 

operator can eliminate the imbalance. 

 

If there is a rotor of the same specification, the dynamic balance mass production can 

be carried out directly in this calibration state, without recalibration. 

 

6.2.7 if it is necessary to exit the "calibration" state during the calibration process, press 

the "reset" key, the system will return to the hp15 state, and press f456 again to enter 

the bl15v state. 

 

6.3 method of checking calibration coefficient 
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After calibration, when the balancer is in normal measurement state, press R1 key to 

∠ ∠display the left calibration coefficients C11,  11, DP1, C12,  12. (press M1 key only 

for single-sided bal ∠ance calibration, and only C11,  11, DP1 can be displayed) 

 

C11: left value (1 side value coefficient) - ∠ 11: angle (1 side value angle) 

 

C12: right separation (2-sided influence coefficient) - ∠ 12: angle (2-sided influence 

angle) 

 

DP1: left quality (1 calibration quality) DP2: right quality (2 calibration quality) 

 

C21: left separation (1 influence coefficient) - ∠ 21: angle (1 influence angle) 

 

C22: right measurement value (2-side measurement coefficient) - ∠ 22: angle (2-side 

measurement angle) 

  

The above parameters are only displayed for 8 seconds. After exiting the parameter 

display, the middle parameter table (calibration quality) displays "calibration speed". 

When measuring the same rotor again, it is required to measure it with "rated speed" 

(speed error is allowed to be ± 10%). 

 

The electric measuring box has the function of automatic memory only when it is 

measured at the rated speed. 

 

6.4 about rotor 0 

 

A special "No.0 rotor" is set for the electric measuring box at the factory. After 
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extracting the rotor No. 0, the unbalance data measured by the electric measuring box 

is the equivalent unbalance of the plane where the two sensors are located. 

 

At this time, the error of "quite unbalanced quantity" may be large, and the accuracy 

of angle is not high, so the operation efficiency is low. However, rotor 0 can be used for 

rough balance before calibration or similar rough balance work. 

 

No. 0 rotor can ensure that the general rotor can be balanced to a certain accuracy, 

but it does not guarantee that its balance accuracy meets the requirements. 

 

The parameters of rotor 0 have been solidified in the electrical measuring box, and 

the normal operation of the operator will not damage the parameters of rotor 0. Rotor 0 

will not be used unless required. 

 

6.5 mathematical calculation of calibration process and definition of parameters N: 

calibration speed rpm 

 

Calibrate the front parameters UL and ur (the final result to be obtained) 

 

Sensor output parameters VL, VR (signals input by balance electromechanical 

measuring instrument) 

 

Vector representation of influence coefficient: (coefficient to be calculated for 

electric box) 

 

C11: left value (1 side value coefficient) - ∠ 11: angle (1 side value angle) 

 

C12: right separation (2-sided influence coefficient) - ∠ 12: angle (2-sided influence 
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angle) 

 

DP1: left quality (1 calibration quality) DP2: right quality (2 calibration quality) 

 

C21: left separation (1 influence coefficient) - ∠ 21: angle (1 influence angle) 

 

C22: right measurement value (2-side measurement coefficient) - ∠ 22: angle (2-

side measurement angle) 

 

Initial output of sensor: vl0 on the left and vr0 on the right, 

 

Input M1 measurement value and angle, measurement value V1 (VL1 on the left, 

VR1 on the right) 

 

Input M2 value and angle of secondary test weight m2, measurement value V2 

(VL2 on the left, VR2 on the right) 

 

Calibration quality factor DP1 = | V1 / vl0% | the percentage ratio of standard 

quantity to initial quantity 

 

DP2 = | V2 / vr0% | when it is less than 30%, it is considered that the calibration is 

insufficient. 

 

Vector calculation formula of the final measured value 

 

UL=C11*VL+C12*VR 

 

UR=C21*VL+C22*VR 
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The stored parameters of each rotor are 11 values: 

 

∠ ∠ ∠ ∠C11 11 C12 12 dp1 dp2 C21 21 C22 22 n 

 

Exit the calibration state and exit the calibration state after the calibration is 

completed. 

 

Calibrated result of initial unbalance displayed by the instrument: (vector calculation 

result) 

 

∠ ∠ ∠ ∠ ∠UL0 UL0=C11 11*VL0 L0+C12 12*VR0 R0 

 

∠ ∠ ∠ ∠ ∠UR0 UR0=C21 21*VL0 L0+C22 22*VR0 R0 

 

7. Maintenance 

 

The electric measuring box shall be placed in a ventilated, dry and clean room. 

There shall be no strong electromagnetic interference nearby. The electric measuring 

box that is not frequently used shall be powered on by a specially assigned person 2-3 

times a week under the self inspection state, each time for 2-3 hours. 

 

During the period when the electric measuring box is out of service, it shall be 

covered with dust cover. The cover plate of the box shall be opened every 3-6 months 

to replace the desiccant. Every 1-2 years, all indicators shall be checked according to 

the technical requirements of the electric measuring box, and the accuracy of the 

machine shall be adjusted with the cooperation of the mechanical and electrical 

equipment. The maintenance of the balance mechanical and electrical measuring 
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system is the key to ensure the balance machine works well. 
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